LJUBLJANA | THE CITY CONNECTION WITH SAVA RIVER
by Manca Krošelj

In the study year of 2012-2013 we had a project
of connecting the city Ljubljana to its Sava river.
The task was fairly difficult to meet its best results,
because of Ljubljana’s unstopping sprawl which
began in the mid of 50’s and caused a lot of damage to the villages on the banks of Sava river which
have been evolving, growing freely; without the
consciousness of the city’s pressure and lifestyle.
With this big problem came even bigger solutions
and ideas to make. How to connect these two
‘worlds’ with the new means of transportation and
street connections? How to perceptually converge
Sava river and its potentials to the town people? And
the most important question, how can we improve
the quality life of the village people and their enviroment without losing their identity and by that make it
appealing enough for potential turists, town people.
This was a group project and as a group we
made one of the analysis by the methods of ‘pattern language’. We established the city’s nods
which were categorized in a.) already well working and the concentration of the population is
high, b.) nods that once were well working but
somehow the concentration of the population
is declining and c.) the spaces which have potential to become new future nods. Other criterias were; nods must be distant to each other at
most 800m (aprox. distance for all pedestrians),
connections must be visualy appeling, also criminal free and the connection from the city center
core to the Sava river bank must work as a whole.
Placement of the nods

Third area (on the border of a highway)
tretje območje (ob obvoznici)

Second area (on the
border of the center)
drugo območje (na meji centra)

First area (center)
prvo območje (center)

Nods with connections between them

100m

Group concept

500m

Once we established the most potential rout
from the city’s center to the Sava river we proceed to narrow the situtation onto final destination: Sava river banks and its villages and
individually divided the work of the project.

Through the analysis I compared the development of the city and development of the ‘thread’
that villages made over the years, following the
Sava river. The contrast was appeling and the
connection throughout the villages was a-muststay. Solely by this only connection that villages
had, its identity and lifestyle could be preserved.
Today’s situtation is disregarding the ‘thread’
and its cutting off their connection by different
city’s roads and paths that came with a sprawl.

By that the identity must be restored not only with
the ‘thread’ connection throughout the villages but
also with individual centers within the villages itself. They would work as a village nod, support
sustainable lifestyle and be permeable enough
to pass through city to Sava river and vice versa without experiencing any greater disturbance.
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I proceeded my work with the village called Tomačevo because it has the most potential to become a final destination from the city’s center to the Sava river as it is facing the most problems
with illegal housings and traffic chaos. Solution contains several village nods; a local market, bathing complex with open areas for sports activities and existing village center. These nods are connected by the ‘thread’ road which also connects other villages following the Sava river. The main
acces point to Tomačevo village is by highway from the north-west side. I preserved the green corridor as a viewpoint and a future agriculture land if there will be a necessity of having additional one.
This kind of spatial solution enhances the development of local community that has already paid the price of illegal housing. Further more the village has no future need of any additional residential areas which inhibit the formation of an healthy social enviroment and
thus the village can awaken from a sleeping residential area to an active sustainable one.
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The ‘thread’ road which connects the
villages

2

The green corridor which can be used as a
agriculter land in the future

3

Connection to other recreational areas
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Other walking areas to the Sava river
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Access point to Tomačevo village by
highway
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Nod - bathing complex
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Nod - local indoor and outdoor market
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Nod - existing village center
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Local ‘entrance’ to Tomačevo village
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